Two methods are described for calculating the distribution of mass at a given depth that will produce a specified gravitational field. In one the observed field is extrapolated down wards by a finite difference procedure; in the other a solution is obtained in the form of an integral which can be evaluated numerically. Tables of the quantities necessary for the practical use of the method are provided, and real and artificial examples are given. The limit to the possible depth of the masses producing an anomaly is also discussed.
A gravity survey yields values of the gravitational field over the surface of the earth. By the Bouguer reduction allowance may be made for the varying heights of the points of observation, for the attraction of the ellipsoid to which the earth approxi mates and for the attraction of topographic irregularities. The residue, the Bouguer anomaly, represents the attraction of excesses and defects of density within the earth. The 'geological interpretation of gravity anomalies' consists largely of estimating the magnitudes and positions of these masses, and determining their relation to the structure of the area.
The usual procedure is to guess a suitable mass distribution and then to calculate the gravitational field it produces and to compare this with the observations. I t is then possible to adjust the masses by a process of trial and error until a good fit is obtained. Much labour and ingenuity has been expended on the construction of tables and diagrams to facilitate such computations (Cassinis, Dore & Ballarin 1937; Meinesz 1934; Numerov 1927; Jung 1927) . In comparison, curiously little attention has been given to the direct calculation of the masses from the anomalies. In this paper we develop methods for this purpose and apply them to certain ex amples. We deal throughout with the gravitational problem, but closely analogous methods could be used in other branches of potential theory.
. I n d e t e r m in a c y o f t h e p r o b l e m
The problem is: given, over a plane, the normal component of a field derivable from a potential, to find the mass distribution producing the field. In practice the field g is usually the Bouguer anomaly and the plane over which it is known is horizontal; for verbal convenience we assume this to be so throughout.
The problem is clearly indeterminate, for, by a theorem due to Green, any mass can be replaced by a suitable distribution at any shallower depth without affecting the field at the surface. The problem may be rendered more nearly determinate by seeking a distribution at a specified depth. A family of such solutions for different [ 332 ] depths gives a good view of the whole set of possible solutions. By forming linear combinations of its members, further distributions may be obtained though these do not include all those possible. The problem is still not completely determinate, for it is always possible to add to any solution a simple harmonic mass distribution of arbitrarily great amplitude, provided th at the wave-length of the added distribution is sufficiently short. If A sin pic is the added mass distribution at a depth z, where a; is a co-ordinate measured horizontally, then the field it produces at the surface is 2nkA e~pz sin px, where k is the constant of gravitation. This can be kept less than any quantity, however small, if pi s made large enough. Thus with any finite accuracy of ob tion the problem is still indeterminate. I t is probably this difficulty th at has pre vented the development of satisfactory methods hitherto.
In practice the observations can give no information about changes of density occurring in a horizontal distance small compared with the depth, and the solution required is one th a t does not contain such variations. Thus a smoothed solution is sought, the degree of smoothing depending on the accuracy with which it is required to reproduce the observed surface field.
We consider two methods of performing this smoothing, one by the introduction of a smoothing function, the other by a finite difference approximation to Laplace's equation. The processes of computation employed with the two methods are different, and the choice between them depends partly on the facilities available. As explained in § 5, we have found a combination of the two methods to be the most economical.
The analytical method using a smoothing function was devized by G. Kreisel of Trinity College. We originally intended that the present paper should be a joint one with him; it was found, however, th at his methods had applications wider than the present problem, and th at the mathematical apparatus required for an adequate discussion was best separated from the particular application to gravity anomalies. His work therefore appears as a separate paper (Kreisel 1948) .
In § 3 of the present paper a derivation of his expressions is outlined from a point of view that may be more familiar to the physicist than his rigorous discussion. The authors are indebted to him for allowing them to use his work and for his advice and assistance. 
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Thus, if gravity at the surface is expressible as a Fourier series, each term can be extrapolated downwards by the use of (1). If the resulting series converges it gives a mass distribution capable of producing the field at the surface. Tsuboi has applied this method to some practical examples (Tsuboi 1937 (Tsuboi , 1939 Tsuboi & Fuchida 1937 Tsuboi, Kaneko, Miyamura & Yabasi 1939) . I t seems unlikely, however, th a t in this form it can find wide application, as the arithmetic involved in treating a complicated gravity field is altogether prohibitive. W hat is required is a method analogous to the celebrated deduction by Stokes (1849) °f the form of the geoid from the gravity anomalies. The problem is more complicated than Stokes's in th a t it is necessary to introduce the smoothing discussed in § 2. Suppose first th a t the field is constant in a horizontal direction parallel to O F and let xb e a co-ordinate measured horizontally in the direction O X in which the field varies, and z a co-ordinate measured vertically downwards. Then
is a solution of Laplace's equation which vanishes when 00. At = 0 it is the Fourier integral for g0{x). If the expression (2) exists, it will represent g0(x) a t 0 and will give a relation between g0, the field at the surface, and gs the field at depth z. For the reasons stated in § 2, the integration with respect to in (2) diverges a t the upper limit unless gn is a sufficiently smooth function of x.
To avoid this difficulty a smoothed function g0 may be substituted for g0 in (2). A suitable function is
where /? is a constant which determines the severity of the smoothing. Let the field a t a depth z corresponding to this smoothed g0 be gz. Then
If the order of integration may be changed, and th at with respect to £ performed first, then
Taking the p integration next,
J -00 1 r°°w here x) --e~p*M eps cos p(xL -x) dp. ttJ 0 A'(aq -x) is a function of (aq -a;), z and /? which can be tabulated. When this has been done (4) gives gz(x). The surface density required at any depth is then gz(x)/2nk.
Poo
The inversions of the order of integration are easily justified if | gQ (xx) | dxx exists and it may be shown that the theorem is true without this restriction provided < 70(aq) is bounded.
Results identical with (4) and (5) are obtained if, instead of smoothing g0, we seek a smoothed version of gz. The necessary changes in the order of the integrations are, however, then more difficult to justify. Kreisel's (1948) paper provides a rigorous treatm ent from this point of view.
(6) Three dimensions. The generalization of this argument to three dimensions is straightforward. Take cylindrical co-ordinates (j), where z is measured vertically downwards and the origin is in the surface. In place of (1) consider the expression, epzJ0(pr) cos n ( f > . (6) If n is an integer this is a solution of Laplace's equation which is finite, tends to zero as z-> -00 and is single valued.
By analogy with (2) we express gz(r) as a Bessel-Fourier integral l n = 00 f *co r*2n /• 00
The result is considerably simplified if gz is calculated at a point below the origin of co-ordinates. This involves no loss of generality as the origin can be placed anywhere. Some simplification is also achieved in the proof by smoothing gz instead of g0; though it is then not easy to justify the changes in the order of integration. The smoothed value of gz is taken as
where y is a smoothing parameter analogous to (3. Substituting in (7) and inte grating with respect to <^2 removes all terms except those with 0. The (j> 1 integra tion averages g0 round a circle and
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The p integration can now be performed giving, 1*00 where A'(rx) = epze~pil^ J0(prx)pdp.
Here A' is a function of r, z, y, which is closely analogous to A' in (5).
(c) Solution for a sphere. The solution can be obtained for a spherical surface by a closely similar argument starting from P p (cos 6) cos mcj), instead of (1) or (6), where 0 and (j) are spherical polar co-ordinates relative to an axis through the point at which the mass is to be found; p and m are integers, R is the radius of th(j sphere over which g0 is measured and Rx is th a t of the sphere over which the mass distribution is sought. The smoothed value of is taken as where 7 is a suitable smoothing parameter. The result found is then
where doi^i) is the average value of go(0,</>) round a circle of angular radius Qx, and a ' -i {2p-* i) ( f r p*(e°s*>)7-'(2y)-
The corresponding mass distribution Mz is no longer gzJ2-nk, but is given by
Ip+i is the Bessel function of imaginary argument and half integer order. A x and A2 may be shown, to reduce to (9) when g0 is zero, except over an area whose dimensions are small compared with the radius of the sphere. 4 . T a b u l a t io n of A a n d A Before tabulating A' and A ' it is convenient to render them non-dimensional. The depth 2 at which (5) or (9) is evaluated forms the natural unit of length in terms of which the other quantities may be expressed. For a reasonable degree of smoothing z ^ft and z fty will be numbers of the order of unity; call these *J<r If x and xx are expressed in units of z, (4) and (8) will still hold if,
and
are substitued for A' and A'; the depth now no longer occurs explicitly. The function A can be connected with one tabulated by Born (1933, p. 486) , by Mitchell & Zemansky (1934, p. 329) , and by Hjerting (1938) , in investigations of optical absorption. Born tabulates
which is connected with A by
Professor Born informs us that only the first two figures of his values of \Jr are reliable. We have therefore only used this expression for a preliminary study of the function A. The values for cr -1 , which are those used for the practical application o method, have been calculated ab initio by expansion in powers of and 1 / and by numerical integration. The results* are given in table 1 and figure 1. The function A has been computed for = 1 by numerical integration and by expansion in powers of r and 1 jr. The results are given in table 1 and figure 1.
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Beyond the limits of table 1 the following expressions will give results accurate to four places of decimals:
The columns headed M" in table 1 give modified second differences (Comrie 1936, p. 928) with the aid of which the table may be interpolated. As third differences are not negligible E verett's formula should be used. The column giving A(x) for = 4 cannot be interpolated. Table 1 shows th at for large values of cr, th at is for slight smoothing, A has a large maximum for small values of x followed by a deep minimum; A way. Thus an irregularity in g0 that is of extent small compared with the depth will yield a large positive mass surrounded by large negative masses. This is a mild manifestation of the indeterminacy discussed in § 2. I t is found to be impracticable to use a value of cr or r much greater than 1, and the most convenient met computation is to proceed downward in steps using or r = 1 for each step. If at any stage of the calculation some feature of the field becomes improbably prominent it can be left a t a shallow depth and the rest of the field carried downward. The appearance of large neighbouring anomalies of opposite sign is an indication th at an attem pt is being made to find a solution a t too great a depth. In nature a field of anomalies will usually be due to both shallow and deep masses, and the stepwise procedure is necessary in order th at the shallow parts may be left at their proper depths. The process is necessarily to some extent arbitrary, for a shallow limit can never be set to the depth a t which the masses lie from a study of gravity alone.
The integrals (4) and (8) may most readily be evaluated by breaking them up into short ranges over which g0 may be put equal to its mean value over the range or to its value at the centre of the range,
J xs J r8
I A(x1) dxx and f A(rx) drx are given in table 1 and a suitable set of intervals for Jo Jo the first integral in table 2. For three-dimensional problems it is convenient to arrange the intervals of the rx integration so th at the integrals take simple fractional values. Suitable limits are given in table 3. The field gz may then be calculated by 
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F i n i t e d if f e r e n c e m e t h o d
(a) Two dimensions. An alternative method of solving the problem is to use a finite difference approximation to Laplace's equation and to integrate downward by a numerical process.^_
Suppose the vertical field gQ (x) given a t a set of points spaced a t equal intervals a along a horizontal line OX (figure 2). Let the field be cons direction at right angles to this line. The field daq) at a point on a line at a distance a above OX, is
If a is chosen small enough, g0 will differ little bet ween neighbouring points and may be assumed constant and equal to g0(na) over the range (n + f)«. Then
The field is now known on two lines of points forming part of a square grid. Let gx be the field at the points on the line A Bo f this grid ne producing the field lie below this line, the field can be extrapolated downward by using a finite difference approximation to Laplace's equation. The simplest is to take g at each point to be the mean of the values at its four nearest neighbours in the lattice (Southwell 1946) ,
gx{sa) = 4 g0(sa )-g 0( s a -a ) -g 0(8a + a )-g _ 1(sa). (14)
The surface density along the line A B that will produce the ob is then gxj2nlc.
The values of g on the second and lower lines of the lattice can be found by a repetition of this process, giving a series of mass distributions a t depths ..., each capable of producing the observed field.
I t is evident that in this method no variations in the gravity field occurring within a distance of less than a mesh-length can affect the calculated mass-distributions. In this way very rapid variations in gz are prevented as effectively as in the analytical method.
In (14) gQ is multiplied by a factor 4, and this occurs again at each step in the down ward integration. This leads to a rapid magnification of small irregularities in the initial data and to an instability similar to that discussed in § 4. The process may be kept in control by choosing a so that only 3 or 4 steps are needed to reach the required depth and by smoothing at each step. The smoothing is best carried out by a process not involving judgement; forming a running mean of three successive values, orsubstracting of the fourth differences (Jeffreys 1934; Comrie & Jeffreys 1932) , are suitable processes and two successive applications of them a t each depth are usually sufficient. As with the analytical method it is often necessary to leave certain features at shallow depths.
The downward steps by the use of (14) are much more rapid than the corresponding steps in the analytical method using (4). The first upward step by (13) is, however, as tedious as one downward step by (4). There is thus some economy in time by using the analytical method to make one downward step and then proceeding downwards by the finite difference method. This is the method th at we have used in practical applications.
(6) Three dimensions. The extension of the method to three dimensions is simple in principle. All that is necessary is to substitute a surface integral for (12) and to make each g equal to the mean of the values at the six neighbouring points. We have not used this method in practice.
Maximum depth for masses
There is a limit to the depth that can be assumed for the material which produces a disturbance of gravity. This enables a limit to be set to the depth at which the disturbing masses can lie. Consider, for example, a horizontal sheet of small thick ness h lying at a depth z and having a density p cos which varies in a horizontal direction. The disturbance of gravity a t the surface is then g cospx, where
If pm is the maximum value that can plausibly be ascribed to p then
If the value of gravity at the surface does not vary simple harmonically an analogous inequality will apply to the components into which the field can be analyzed by forming the Fourier transform. A discussion from this point of view is given by Kreisel (1948, theorem B) . The rigorous application of his result is complicated, but for practical purposes it usually suffices to choose the greatest gravity gradient for which we wish to account. Suppose that between the maximum and the minimum lying on each side of this maximum gradient the anomaly changes by gm in a distance xm. Then the Fourier analysis of the field will contain terms with wave-lengths at least as short as 2xm (i.e. p = 7r/xm). The amplitude in the ne wave-length will be about \gm. The upper limit to the depth, therefore, becomes 2 < n-xxm log 4t
If, instead of a sheet of thickness h, we assume a body of indefinitely great thick ness with its upper surface a t a depth z, then a similar argument gives
This expression is applied in § 8.
Artificial examples
The behaviour of the methods can be illustrated by applying them to artificial examples in which g0 is assumed to be the field produced by some simple distribution of mass. The values of gz are then compared with the true field calculated from the mass distribution. Figures 3 and 4 show the results for a line mass. The left-hand sides of the figures show the results obtained by the finite difference method, using a mesh with a side equal to a quarter of the depth of the mass. The right-hand sides show those from the analytical method with 1 equal to the depth of the mass. The results of the two methods are closely similar; gx and g2 are good approximations to the field at depths of | and £ that of the mass, their maximum errors being 1*2 and 6 % for the finite difference method and 6 and 9 % for the analytical method. For g3 the maximum errors are 25 %; as the minimum distance from the line mass is now only equal to the length of the side of the mesh used in the finite difference method a large error is to be expected. To illustrate the behaviour of the solution a t depths equal to, and greater than, th a t of the line mass, the calculations have been continued to give and g5 (figure 4). The former shows a single peak th at may be regarded as obtained by smoothing the line mass. The latter shows a large peak below the line mass bordered by narrow negative strips on each side. If the calculation were continued to greater depths it would show still more violent oscillations. This example suggests that the occurrence of alternating positive and negative signs in the calculated field is a sensitive indication of the maximum possible depth for the masses producing a given anomaly. A fine mass is an unfavourable example for the method and is also not a type of field th at occurs in practice. I t is therefore of interest to consider an example in which the mass is less concentrated. For this we take a semi-infinite sheet with its edge a t a depth of four times the length of the side of the square mesh used in the finite difference method. The calculation has been made exactly as in the real examples of § 8: that is the analytical method with = 1 has been used for one step and the finite difference method for the remaining steps. The results for 4 and f of the depth of the mass (figure 5) are excellent approximations to the calculated curves, except in the immediate neighbourhood of the edge of the mass. The cal-culated mass distribution a t the depth of the sheet, g4, smooths out the sudden transition near the edge, but gives good agreement a t all distances beyond two mesh lengths from the edge. The calculated points show some scatter due to the accentua tion of rounding off errors in the calculation. 
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Application to the Alps
As an example of the application of the method to a real problem, we have studied a cross-section of the Alps from Lugano to the Black Forest (figures 6 and 7). The lines of equal anomaly are taken from a paper by Niethammer {1921),* and the section prepared from them. The section is at right angles both to the strike of the main Alpine structures and to the lines of equal anomaly. Except at its south-eastern end it may, to a good approximation, be regarded as providing a two-dimensional problem. The topographic section shown in figure 7 is constructed from the map of average heights in 8 km. squares given by Niethammer & Lalive (1925) .
As a first step in the downward integration the analytical method was used with cr = 1 to find the field at a depth of 20 km. The result, which is shown in figure 7 , is similar to the original curve but steeper and has a pronounced peak in the neighbour hood of Lugano. Examination of figure 6 shows th at the small hump in the surface field in this region is at the north-east end of a positive strip becoming more conspicious to the south-west. A section taken farther to the south-west would have shown an even greater accentuation of the bulge in the 20 km. curve: there is, there fore, little doubt th at this feature is of shallow origin.
* 10 milligals has been subtracted from all the anolamies to allow for the error in the base station used by Niethammer (see Heiskanen 1939 ) and a further 14 milligals to convert to the international gravity formula. A second step from 20 to 40 km. was taken by the finite difference method and gave the second curve shown. The hump near Lugano now extends to about + 150 milligals and the neighbouring trough to -350 milligals, a change of 500 milligals in 45 km. The maximum density difference th at can plausibly be assumed to account for the anomalies is about 0-3 g./cm.3. W ith this difference a change of 500 milligals would require 40 km. of rock. Farther to the south-west the require ments would be still more extreme. On the north side of the Gotthard also, the curve has become improbably steep.
The method of § 6 may be used to set a limit to the depth of the masses causing the rapid change of anomaly near the south-east end of the line. In the 60 km. between the minimum near the Gotthard to the maximum near Locarno the Bouguer anomaly changes by 110 milligals. If the maximum density difference is 0*3 g./cm.3 the maximum depth given by (12) is 28km.
A comparatively shallow origin for the anomalies agrees with recent gravitational studies in other areas and with the seismological evidence on the thickness of the crustal layers. The gravity field and the mass distributions calculated from it show a well-marked asymmetry with steep gradients on the south-east and a gradual rise on the north-west. The negative anomalies are displaced to the north of the central axis of the mountains and extend under the Swiss plain. The south-east margin of the mountains appears to be affected by an excess of mass lying near the £ zone of roots5 of the Pennine nappes. Such an asymmetrical arrangement is accordant with the known structure of the mountains, and suggests th at the northward thrusts by which they are known to have been formed have brought dense basic rocks near the surface to the south-east, and th at the weight of the overthrust mountains has bowed down the crust to the north-west causing the isostatic compensation to extend beyond them and leaving a basin for the deposition of the molasse.* The mass excess to the south-east may be compared to th at occurring on the inside of the East Indian arc, and perhaps to the positive anomalies associated with the Troodos mountains of Cyprus.
I t is not possible in this paper to enter into a more detailed discussion of the relation of the gravity field of Switzerland to Alpine structure, though it would seem well worthy of fresh consideration. The existing discussions (Lehner 1929) are somewhat severely geodetic.
Conclusions
The investigations described in § §7 and 8, and others th at we hope to publish elsewhere, suggest th at the methods developed in the present paper are practicable and may frequently be useful. I t may be desirable, however, to emphasize that they do not always repay the considerable arithmetical work involved. If a gravity anomaly is due to masses th at are shallow, relative to the least horizontal distance in which the anomaly changes by a large fraction of its whole amplitude, then a mass distribution gj2nk is an excellent and simple approximation. At the other extreme, * Some of the negative anomaly under the plain may be due to the lightness of the molasse which has an average density of about 2*5.
a depth large compared with the horizontal distance in which the anomaly changes appreciably leads to an impossible distribution of masses. The examination of specific fields of anomalies by the methods of this paper shows th at the gap between these two extremes is usually a narrow one and th at the main use of the method is in setting a limit to the possible depth of the masses.
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